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ABSTRACT

The movement of human gaze is very important in face to face
conversation. Some of the quality of that movement is lost in
videoconferencing because the participants look at a single pla-
nar image of the remote person. We use an array of cameras to
capture a remote user, and then display video of that person on
a spherical display. We compare the spherical display to a face
to face setting and a planar display. We demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the camera array and spherical display system in that
it allows observers to accurately judge where the remote user is
placing their gaze.

Index Terms — Non-planar displays, camera arrays, human
gaze

1. INTRODUCTION

Video teleconferencing systems are now very widely spread, but
their inability to represent the full intention of eye-gaze of par-
ticipants is well-known (see e.g. [1], [2]). In particular although
local users see a remote user’s head move, it is difficult to judge
the direction accurately. This can lead to problems sharing so-
cially useful information such as attention targets, conversational
turn-taking indicators etc.

As reviewed in the next section, a variety of multiple view
systems have been built, though the majority use a planar display
or a virtual reality system. We propose to use non-planar displays,
in particular a spherical display as this type of display provides the
same angle of view from all directions. Because cameras are now
becoming very cheap, we further propose to use a camera array to
capture the remote user, so that we can select an appropriate video
of them to show. We can then evaluate whether local users can
accurately determine where the user is looking.

We run an experiment to demonstrate that the camera array
plus sphere display can convey gaze relatively accurately. This
demonstration and results thus motivate the further study of novel
display configurations and the supporting camera and networking
infrastructure for them.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Display systems

A variety of video systems have been developed to improve sev-
eral aspects of conversations. These include MAJIC [3], Hydra
[4], GAZE-2 [5], and MultiView [1]. Current immersive systems,
such as, Im.point [6] also can replicate a life-like face to face con-
versation. The most related previous display work to ours is Sphe-

Figure 1. Diagram of the directional spherical video conferencing system.

reAvatar [7] which also uses a spherical display, but which uses
synthetic avatar head.

2.2. Camera arrays

A scene can be captured by a set of cameras and the video streams
can be interpolated to achieve free viewpoint video [6]. When the
camera density is very high, view generation is simply by selecting
the closest camera image. When the camera density is moderately
high, view generation needs some processing. When the camera
density is low, intermediate views can be generated by detecting
geometry in the scene. In our experiment, the views are moder-
ately dense, but we are not currently doing view interpolation.

2.3. Gaze evaluation

Detecting the gaze direction of a person is important for human-
computer interaction applications in video conferencing or shared
collaborative workspaces [2]. Nguyen et al. [1] proposed a frame-
work for evaluation with three variables: attention source, atten-
tion target and observer. The attention source is a person who
provides attention to the attention target. The attention target is
an object which could be a person or anything else that receives
attention from the source. The observer is the person who is trying
to understand the presented information about attention including
its source, its target, and any attached meaning. Our work is using
this framework in experiment design, but the camera and display
configuration is very different.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

The goal of our system is to allow local users to perceive the eye
gaze of a remote user accurately. Figure 1 depicts the system de-
sign. A remote user, the actor in the remote room is captured
by eleven capturing cameras controlled by two PCs. In the local



(a) Schematic layout of remote room (b) Photo taken in front of the actor (c) Schematic layout of local room (d) Photo taken behind observer 4

Figure 2. Example of experiment setup: The actor gazes at the target card 13 captured by semicircular camera arrays in remote room. Since the principal
observer is seating in viewport 4, the video captured by camera 4 is presented on the sphere display, which lines up with the observer 4.

room, a single PC renders video on a spherical display which is
seen by a local user, the observer. Depending on the observer’s
position, the most appropriate camera feed is streamed from one
of the two camera controller PCs to the renderer PC. Streaming is
done using TCP.

3.1. Semicircular camera arrays

In the remote room, eleven low-cost PlayStation R© Eye USB dig-
ital cameras are mounted on a half annular table with an inner
radius of 405mm at every 15◦, as illustrated in Figure 2(a). The
cameras are set to the 56◦ field of view setting. The cameras cap-
ture at 30 Hz at 320×240 pixel resolution, which provide qualified
videos while saving bandwidth for real time streaming.

We manually adjust the cameras to look at the point above the
centre of the half annular table. We then use Camera Calibration
Toolbox for Matlab R© to locate the cameras’ positions and orien-
tations accurately. These positions and orientations are used in the
rendering process, see below.

3.2. Directional spherical screen

In the local room, a spherical display is located at the centre of a
half annular table which is the same size as the one in the remote
room. Eleven observer viewports set around the half annular table
with a radius of 1810mm at every 15◦ which exactly line up with
each camera in the remote room as depicted in Figure 2(c). The
spherical display is the commercially available Magic Planet dis-
play by Global Imagination R©. The Magic Planet is a projection
display device with a 16” sphere-shaped surface and an internal
fisheye lens to project imagery on to the inside of the sphere.

The presentation of the remote participant onto the sphere is
done in four main stages shown in Figure 3.

First, a sphere acts as a proxy geometry of human head, onto
which the video images are displayed using projected texture map-
ping (PTM). PTM is a method of texture mapping described by
Segal that allows the texture image to be projected onto the scene
as if by a “slide projector”[8]. According to the observer’s view-
port, the video captured by corresponding capturing camera is
selected. This video is projected onto the polyhedron, which is
approximately human head size. This ensures that the capturing
camera, the “slide projector” and the observer’s eye are in close
alignment.

Next, we render this proxy geometry in to an environment
map. The idea of storing environment maps as cube maps is pro-
posed by Greene where six subimages representing the six differ-
ent faces of a cube[9]. We render the scene in to an environment
map using six cameras positioned outside the cube at the position

Figure 3. Illustrating stages of the rendering pipeline.

of the observer’s eye. Each of the six facets of cube map is thus
rendered using the non-symmetric view volumes. The resulting
cube map looks as if the head is outside looking in, but once re-
flected in the environment mapping, it gives the illusion that the
head is situated within the spherical display.

Then, we draw a 3D sphere using an environment map. Envi-
ronment mapping proposed by Blinn and Newell simulates the re-
flectance of a surface, by using the reflected eye vector as a lookup
into the texture rather than a simple texture coordinate[10]. We
render a sphere with the environment map as its texture in order
to generate a 2D distorted image, that is suitable for projection
through a fish eye lens [7].

Finally, the projected light travels through the bottom of the
sphere, allowing the sphere completely illuminated except for the
area immediately around the lens itself and achieving 360◦ hori-
zontal visibility. The observer sees the life-size head.

3.3. Hypotheses

The purpose of the experiment is to demonstrate that the combi-
nation of a spherical display and a camera array (sphere display
condition) can better represent the actor’s gaze than can a single
camera view shown on a flat display (flat display condition). We
also include a benchmark where the actor can be viewed directly
(face to face condition).

We measure the effectiveness of the displays by measuring
the ability of observers to accurately judge which target the ac-
tor is gazing at. We make the following two hypotheses: firstly,
both face to face and sphere display will demonstrate higher lev-
els of accuracy than flat display when the observers are in varied
positions. We further expect face to face to be better than sphere
display. Secondly, for both sphere display and flat display, we
expect that if the observer is not sat in the same direction as the
camera that is observing the actor, the accuracy will be worse than
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Figure 4. Result for analysing the actual targets and perceived targets in different treatment conditions.

if the camera chosen for the display is aligned with the observer’s
position.

3.4. Method
3.4.1. Participants
60 participants, students and staff at University College London,
were recruited to take part as observers in our user study. 20
groups of three were used for testing and each group experienced
one of three different conditions (sphere display, flat display, face
to face). Eight further participants were actors in these experi-
ment: four acted were recorded on video for the sphere and flat
condition and four acted in the face to face condition.

Note that although the system as designed and built is a real-
time collaborative system that can connect a remote room to a
local room, for the purposes of control of the experimental stim-
uli, in the sphere and flat display conditions, video was recorded
to disk and replayed, so that the cameras and display could be
configured in the same way as in the face to face configuration.

3.4.2. Apparatus and materials
We use a half annulus table with the larger semicircle of radius
1405mm and the smaller one of radius 405mm see Figure 2. Hor-
izontally, 23 gaze target cards were placed in a semicircle of radius
905mm, every 7.5◦ on the table. When capturing video, the tar-
get cards with even numbers lined up with cameras and observer’s
viewports. We ensured that the vertical alignment of the eye gaze
of the actor, the eye level of observers, eye level of the video of the
actor on the spherical or flat display, capturing cameras, attention
target cards were the same. This ensured equivalence in stimuli
alignment and apparent size between the two display conditions
and the face to face condition.

For the two display conditions we recorded the actor’s perfor-
mance. The actor sits at the centre position of the half annulus
table and his or her head is captured by 11 video cameras. The ac-
tor listens to an audio recording that instructs them to look at the
gaze target cards. A new target is given every 10 seconds. The tar-
gets are randomly ordered, and each one is gazed at twice, giving
46 targets in the audio instruction and thus in the recorded videos.
Four participants were actors, and thus four sets of 11 video were
generated.

3.4.3. Procedure
Nine different positions for observers were investigated. Observers
took part in groups of three. In all conditions the group performed
three trials. On each trial the group would sit in positions 2,3 & 4
or 5,6 & 7 or 8, 9 & 10, in a balanced random order.

For each trial, each observer was given a sheet of paper with
an empty grid with 46 squares. In all three conditions, every 10

seconds the actor reoriented to a new target card. At the same time
an audio prompt to the observers instructed them that this was a
new target. They would then judge which target (1-23) the actor
was gazing at and then write this in the relevant grid square.

For the face to face condition, the three observers and actor
were in the same room. The actor sat at the centre position of
table and the three observers sat on the outside. The actor was
wearing small headphones listening to the same audio instruction
as was used when recording the videos for the display conditions
(see Section 3.4.2). The actor performed the sequence of gazes
three times; on each repetition the group of three observers moved
to another one of the group positions. For the sphere display con-
dition, the three observers observed the pre-recorded video on the
sphere display. For each group position one of the observers was
the principal observer. The video corresponding to the principal
observer’s position was shown on the display. Each group saw
the actor video three times; on each repetition the group of three
observers move to another one of the positions and each observer
was the principal observer on one of these occasions. For the flat
display condition, the three observers observed the pre-recorded
video on the flat display. The video was always that from posi-
tion six, simulating a simple web-cam set up where the observers
might be looking obliquely at the screen, and the actor looking
obliquely at the camera. The experiment took about 20 minutes.

3.5. Result

The results of experiment are presented in Figure 4. In each figure,
the horizontal axis indicates viewport position(p) from 2 to 10.
The angle of viewport position(α) in degrees is from 30◦ to 150◦

at every 15◦ relative to centre of conferencing table. Therefore,
α = p× 15◦.

The primary measurement in our results is the accuracy rate
in perceiving the attention target: the observer is accurate if they
successfully identify the correct target. We then define error(εi)
to be the difference between the actual target number(tai) and the
observer perceived attention target number(toi) converted to de-
grees, based on attention targets being 7.5◦ apart from each other.
Thus, εi = (tai − toi)× 7.5◦.

Each observer indicates 46 target positions in each trial. Each
observer does three trials. There are 12 observers in the face to
face condition (four groups of three). There are nine observer
seating positions. Thus, there are 184(46 × 3 × 12/9) rating
events in each seating position. Similarly there are 184 rating
events in each seating position for the flat display. For the sphere
display, there are 36 observers (twelve groups of three) but only
one of the group is in the principal position. Thus, there are also



184(46 × 3 × (36/3)/9) rating events for principal observers in
each of the nine observer seating positions. However in the anal-
ysis below, we include some data from the secondary observers.
In particular, for seating positions 3, 6 and 9 we analyse the 184
rating events for the observer sat on their left and 184 rating events
for the observer on their right. This gives us a view of how impor-
tant it is to use the correct video for the observer position.

The result of accuracy rate in different conditions is shown in
Figure 4(a). For the flat display, with the observer at the central
viewport, the accuracy rate is 75%. However, the accuracy rate
drops off symmetrically as the observer position diverges from
the central position. This is expected as when the observer is not
sat in position 6, they still see the video from position 6.

The results for face to face and sphere display are not affected
by viewport position and the average accuracy rates are 89% and
76%, respectively. The average accuracy rate of sphere display is
slightly lower than face to face, but similar to the observer sitting
at the central position in the flat display condition. The fact that
the accuracy doesn’t vary with observer position for the sphere
display when considering the principal observer supports the pri-
mary hypothesis. The performance of the sphere display at the
extreme positions (2 and 10) is significantly above that of the flat
display.

When we consider the secondary positions in the sphere dis-
play (the three “three point hat” graphs in Figure 4(a)), we see
that it is very important that the camera selected be aligned with
the observer position. Considering the principal observer at posi-
tion 3, we see that the observer in position 2, observing the video
from position 3, has a performance of under 54% compared to the
accuracy of almost 76% for the principle observer seated imme-
diately to their right. This pattern is repeated for all secondary
observers.

The difference between face to face performance and sphere
display performance is likely due to video quality. We note that
for observer position 6 on the flat display, the ideal situation for
this position, the accuracy is very similar to the sphere display at
this position. This indicates that the sphere display is no worse
than the flat display, but it has the advantage that it has the same
apparent size in the different observer positions.

Next, we analysed the mean of error and standard deviation
of error for the actual targets and observer perceived targets in
different treatment conditions in Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c). For
face to face meeting and sphere display, the observer position has
no significant effect on the mean of error which is around 0◦. The
standard deviation of the error for the sphere display is higher,
but there is no systematic bias, indicating that the observers are
generally finding it harder to determine gaze.

In contrast, for the flat display, the mean of error varies lin-
early according to viewport position. We utilised the first-order
Matlab R© Polyfit function to generate the coefficients of the poly-
nomial to simulate a curve to fit the data and found the relation-
ship between the error of mean and angle of viewport position:
σ(εi) = −0.6α+ 54.27◦ = 0.6× (90◦ − α) + 0.27◦.

4. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a novel display system for video conferencing.
The highlights of this system are as follow: firstly, the spheri-
cal display offers a 360◦ view whereas flat displays are only visi-
ble from the front; secondly by using a surrounding camera array
we allow principal observers to accurately tell where the visitor is

looking from multiple observing positions. It is notable that with
the sphere display, for the principal observer positions we see no
systematic bias in the error of angle, so that we can reproduce
accurate judgement of gaze direction at all angles.

The linear model of error in the flat display condition is in-
teresting in that it suggests that the observer’s judgement of gaze
angle from front is only 60% of what it should be; therefore for the
flat display the observer perceives the actor to be looking more di-
rectly straight out of the display. This effect appears very reliable
and this means that it may be possible to model and thus predict
the distortion. We might be able to correct for this distortion in
some display configurations.

There are several routes for development. We will investi-
gate novel rendering methods to avoid the steep drop in accuracy
when the observer is not aligned with the cameras by interpolat-
ing between videos. Further, we will investigate less constrained
positioning of the cameras and different eye-lines. Also, the dis-
play could be made for multiple viewers. As noted, although the
experiment necessarily used recorded data, the system will run in
a live, automatic camera switching mode and thus we will investi-
gate how users utilize movement to control the video.
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